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AT TOP OF THE
FOOD CHAIN

West Coast food distribution center
staying on fast-growth track with
motivated workforce, progressive
business practices, and top end-of-line
packaging equipment

G

etting to the top of the food chain of the
fiercely competitive North American food
distribution industry may be a life-time’s
worth of accomplishment for many businesses out
there. But for the folks at SYSCO Corporation,
Houston,Tex.-headquartered operator of 161 food
products distribution centers across North America,
it’s just a prelude to the more
encompassing and challenging
task of continually strengthening
its lofty marketplace status by
day-to-day excellence throughout
all parts of its far-flung distribution network.
Founded back in 1970, the
story of SYSCO—an acronym
for “Systems and Services
Company”—is one of relentless
market conquest and expansion
that is right up there with similar
stellar corporate successes enjoyed
by the likes of industry leaders
Microsoft and Wal-Mart, minus
a lot of the notoriety, perhaps.
Within seven years after posting
first-year sales of US$115 million,
the company grew to become the
leading supplier of “meals-prepared-away-from-home” operations in North America, pulling
in revenues of US$29.3 billion
From left: Richard Wilson, operations manager, supplier base of over 1,000
during the 2004, fiscal year.
Sysco-Vancouver; Mike Johnson, equipment & film
And while countless eating fads
specialist, GF Packaging; Gary Grant, facility manager, vendors.
and trends have come and gone
According to Wilson, the
Sysco-Vancouver.
since 1970, along with a staggerSysco-Vancouver operation
ing array of new product launches and meal alternais a runaway leader in serving the province’s foodsertives, SYSCO has managed to grow and prosper its
vice industry with “frozen foods, seafood, fresh meats
business by unwavering commitment to customer serand poultry, groceries, fresh produce, food preparavice excellence, and arguably the broadest-ranging
tion/processing equipment, and all sorts of supplies:
selection of foodservice products out there.
everything you would need to operate a commercial
The company’s 180,000-square-foot Sysco Food
kitchen.”
Services-Vancouver operation in Port Coquitlam, a
20-minute drive from the outskirts of British
GOING SHOPPING
Columbia’s largest city, is in many ways a microcosmic
Adds facility manager Gary Grant: “Think of it as
showcase of SYSCO’s around-the-clock drive to be
going to your local supermarket, but seeing all the
the best competitor out there, by just about any
products being about 10 times the size of what you
meaningful measure of business excellence.
will find there.
Employing about 450 people today, the Port
“So instead of eight-ounce cans of soup, we will
Coquitlam plant—built from ground up in 1992 to
have 80-ounce cans of soup; instead of two-pound
accommodate the rapidly-growing volumes handled
bags of flour, we will stock 22-pound bags of flour.
by the formerly-named Sysco Konings—the three“We also provide all kinds of supplies and equipment, including tableware, glassware, ovens, deep-fryshift, around-the-clock distribution center serves a
ers, you name it,” Grant told Canadian Packaging on
diverse range of over 4,000 customers in British
Columbia’s foodservice industry, covering the full
a recent tour of the distribution center this past sumgamut from hotels, restaurants and neighborhood pubs
mer. “We cross-dock it all: we bring it in, you buy it,
to fast-food chains, private clubs and resorts, truckand we send it out to you and install it.”
stops, stadium vendors, catering companies, and so on.
States Grant: “If you’re thinking of opening up a
seafood restaurant, for example, we will send in our
“We only close this plant down on Christmas Day
own seafood expert to your place, who will also help
and the New Year’s Day,” says vice-president of operadraw up a menu for you, and then show all the equiptions Richard Wilson, who estimates that the busy
ment we can provide to get you all started.
plant currently handles about 8,900 different SKUs
“We have two restaurant consultants on staff who
(stock-keeping units) passing through its doors from a
20

A palleted load of boxes being prepared for shipment
on the Wulftec WRT-100 rotary-arm stretchwrapper
at the dry side of the Sysco-Vancouver facility, with
shipper/receiver Avtar Nagra (inset) selecting the
wrapping pattern from the PLC-operated control panel.

can come in and design a restaurant for you, as well as
a full-time chef, to go with all the walk-in coolers,
freezers, ovens, deep-fryers, and so on.
“We really aim to be a true, one-stop-shop.”
Such comprehensive, full-service capabilities has
been widely embraced and praised by the plant’s customers, both Wilson and Grant assert, with the Port
Coquitlam plant now shipping out an estimated 2.6
million filled cases of product per month—or about
65 fully-loaded tractor-trailers daily.
FAST TURNOVER
Such throughput keeps the facility turning over its
multimillion-dollar inventory every 15 days, estimates
Wilson, who gives a large part of the credit to the
plant’s highly-motivated, well-trained and loyal staff.
“We have good controls on all of our inventory in
large part because of our cross-training in all of our
departments, which enables staff to quickly identify
mistakes and abnormalities, and then take proper corrective action,” says Wilson, himself a 20-year veteran
of the company, dating back to its Konings
Wholesale roots.
“Most of our managers have ben here for 10 years,
and some for 20 years.We have an outstanding staff
retention rate, and that’s because we are a truly progressive employer, with very competitive wages and
benefits.”Wilson expands. “All our employees get
between 60 and 90 days of training in equipment
operation, best work methods, best business practices,
forklift driver instruction ... training really is a yearround thing around here.”
Wilson also credits SYSCO’s progressive procurement practices, allowing individual distribution centers to make their own capital equipment purchases
by using the company’s centrally-operated database in
Toronto, which ranks all of its Canadian vendors and
suppliers on the basis of past performance.
Wilson estimates that the Sysco-Vancouver plant
ships out about 900 fully palletized loads out its doors
over the course of a typical day, which has just gotten
considerably easier with the recent installation of two
rotary-arm stretchwrapping systems from Wulftec
Continues on page 22
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